We generalize the construction from [1], define the label bracket for knotted trivalent graphs in R 3 and show it defines an isotopy invariant of such graphs.
Introduction
In [1] , the authors defined a combinatorial invariant of classical and virtual links which is called the label bracket, and which generalizes several known link invariants. In this note, we generalize the idea of label bracket to obtain an invariant of knotted trivalent graphs. Our motivation is to provide a framework to study several open questions about the connection between the label bracket and the previously known quantum link invariants.
A knotted trivalent graph is a regular trivalent graph embedded in R 3 . Two knotted trivalent graphs are called equivalent (or ambient isotopic) if there exists an isotopy of R 3 that takes one onto the other. It is well-known that two knotted trivalent graphs are equivalent if and only if their diagrams are related by a finite sequence of the Reidemeister moves Ω 1 − Ω 5 , depicted in Fig. 1 (for more details, we refer the reader to [2] ).
The label bracket we define is an invariant of oriented trivalent graphs. We indicate orientation by adding a small arrow to every edge of the graph. We require that at any vertex, the arrows of the three incident edges either all point towards the vertex (the indegree equals 3), or all point away from the vertex (the indegree equals 0).
Generalization of the label bracket
In this Section, we construct the label bracket for knotted trivalent graphs and show that it defines an isotopy invariant of such graphs.
We generalize the notion of a classical label graph from [1] . A classical label trigraph will be a trivalent planar connected graph G, whose vertices are of types given in Fig. 2 . Denote by C(G) a Z-module, generated by the classical label trigraphs modulo relations R 1.1 , R 1.2 , R 2.j , R 3.1 (given in [1] ), R 4.j (Fig. 4) and R 5.j (Fig. 5) for j = 1, 2, 3, 4. (1) Let D be a diagram of a knotted trivalent graph in R 3 . If D has n crossings, the smoothing relations in Fig. 3 define 2 
Definition 2.1. The (extended) label bracket of an oriented diagram D is given by
modulo relations (1).
In [1] , the authors have proved that the label bracket is invariant under the Reidemeister moves Ω 1 , Ω 2 and Ω 3 , and thus represents an invariant of classical links. The extended label bracket provides a generalization of this result. 
